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No acceptable tensor gravitational theory with arbitrarily long but finite range exists. In
linear approximation, the infinite-range limit is a scalar-tensor mixture implying an effective matter-matter coupling different from the strictly infinite-range prediction and contradicted by experiment. Compensation of the scalar requires the admixture of a ghost scalar
coupling. In the massive version of the full Einstein theory, (a) there are necessarily six
rather than the five tensor degrees of freedom, (b) the energy has no lower bound, (c) the
infinite-range limit seems not to exist at all, and (d) lowest-order forces are the same as in
the massive linearized theory.

INTRODUCTION

AND SUMMARY

In the absence of experimental evidence to the
it is simplest and most economical to
ascribe the known long-range forces (electromagnetism and gravitation) to exchange of strictly

contrary,

massless quanta corresponding to an infiniterange interaction. One is then tempted to elevate
the properties peculiar to massless vector and
tensor fields, gauge and coordinate invariance together with the absence of lower helicity excitations, to the status of fundamental principles.
There is, however, an equally basic principle,
physical continuity, which demands that a theory
be "stable" in its predictions, i.e., no more iso1ated from nearby models than our finite observations warrant. In particular, a good theory of
long-range forces should have a smooth limit as

the range tends to infinity, and this limit should
agree with the strictly infinite-range model. This
viewpoint has been forcefully stated for electrodynamics by Schrlinger, ' and it has been amply
demonstrated by analysis of massive vector theory' that approximate gauge invariance is not the
contradiction it first seems. There exists a continuum of consistent finite-mass photon theories
whose consequences (both classical and quantum)
smoothly approach those of conventional electrodynamics in the limit. Specifically, the longitudinal photons decouple from the current, becoming free fields (apart from gravitational interaction) while the helicity +1 quanta become the
transverse Maxwell photons in a guage-invariant
way. The same continuity holds for nonrelativistic
Newtonian gravitation, the geometric (but scalar)
Nordstrdm theory, and generally for exchange of
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spin-0 or =, particles in special relativity. The
only effective difference is in the exchange denominators (producing e "/r rather than I/r as
the long-range potential); this difference disappears in the limit.
A conflict between the continuity and gauge principles first occurs for the non-Abelian Yang-Mills
field, whose finite-mass counterpart seems consistent but does not tend to a complete transverselongitudinal decoupling at the quantum level. The
problems only begin with closed loops, the limit
being smooth for tree diagrams describing onequantum exchange. We shall be concerned here
with the spin-2 theory, and the discrepancies it
presents already at the classical level.
The free linear massive field does, essentially, 4
smoothly approach in the limit a sum of massless
spin-2, -1, and -0 fields (from the parts of helicity 2, 1, and 0), the spin-2 part being identical to
a strictly massless field. The latter is the linearized Einstein field with an Abelian gauge group.
However, when sources are included, the situation is radically different from electrodynamics.
the efAs first shown by Van Dam and Veltman,

'

"

fective matter-matter interaction (through conserved stress tensors) is distinct from that predicted by the linearized Einstein field, however
long the range. This violates the physical contiThe predicted bending of light by
nuity argument:
the sun, for example, is 4 that predicted by the
zero-mass theory even if the gravitational range
is larger than the Hubble radius, and is contradicted by experiment. '
The above discrepancy cannot be patched up by
modifications of either the interaction or the free
field. The basis of the effect is as follows: The
helicity-2 modes and their coupling to the source
correctly approach the m =0 theory in the limit.
The helicity-1 modes decouple (as do the longitudinal photons in electrodynamics) and become
a free Maxwell field, but the helicity-0 modes continue to interact (as a scalar field) with the trace
of the source and yield an additional attractive interaction. Since any positive-energy scalar always leads to attraction, only a ghost (negativeenergy) scalar admixture can compensate the helicity-0 contribution.
The above results are not conclusive in themselves, since linear spin-2 theory is, at best, an
approximate, not fully consistent, model of gravitation. In contrast to electrodynamics, where
currents remain conserved when the coupling to
the vector field (massive or massless) is taken
into account, the stress tensor of any system can
not be conserved by virtue of its very coupling to
the tensor field: A conserved source not including
the spin-2 field is necessarily nondynamic, but a
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massless linear field can only consistently couple
to a conserved source and the limit as m-0 can
only exist if B„T~" 0. Indeed, consistent coupling
may be used' as a basis for deriving the full nonlinear Einstein theory from the flat-space linear
approximation. ) We must, therefore, investigate
the full Einstein theory coupled to dynamical systems and its behavior when the gauge (coordinate)
invariance is broken by a finite-mass term. We
will see that the difficulties become still worse
than in the linear theory: Either the massless limit
does not agree with general relativity or the energy has no lower bound, or both. SpecificaQy,
we will see that: (1) Any mass term leads to six
rather than five degrees of freedom. (2) The energy has no lower bound, at least if the mass
term agrees with its (ghost-free) linear form.
[If it does not, then flat space (vacuum) is not a
stable solution. ] (3) The limit m-0 does not appear to exist at all. (4) For weak sources and excitations, the effective interaction due to onegraviton exchange is that of the linear finite-range
model rather than the linearized approximation of
= 0).
general relativity (m—
We must conclude that general relativity is an
isolated theory and not the limit of a continuous
set of long-range models. To be sure, there is
at present no experimental evidence for a fallingoff of gravitation, and the isolation of the Einstein theory may, conversely, be taken as an
argument in favor of its being the uniquely correct, purely geometrical theory of gravitation.
The outline of the paper is as follows:
We employ two approaches to the linear theory,
taken to describe a spin-two (or in the case of
zero mass, helicity-two) field (or particle) with
positive-definite field energy. First, we consider
the virtual exchange of spin-two particles, assuming that probabilities are all positive (positive
Hilbert space norm). We find the results of Van
Dam and Veltman" described above completely
independent of the form of the wave equation.
Secondly, we describe the dynamics by an action
and field equations and display in detail the zeromass limit, showing how the helicity +2 modes of
the finite-mass theory go over smoothly into the
zero-mass helicity +2 theory while the helicity +1
modes decouple and the helicity-0 mode remains
coupled, providing a scalar interaction which produces the experimental discrepancy.
The nonlinear theory is much more complicated
and is not uniquely defined. We introduce the
mass by adding (nonderivative) terms to the Einstein action. We then show that the mass term
cannot be an invariant function of the metric but
must involve some background metric which we
take to be the Minkowski metric. The theory is

-
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then shown to have six rather than five degrees of
freedom for any mass term. We then treat in
more detail various mass terms and show that
none provides a satisfactory theory —the energy
is unbounded from below and there does not appear to exist a zero mass limit at all. We then
show that, for any mass term such that flat space
is a local stable equilibrium state, the lowest order mass term must be the same as that of the
linear theory; hence, the experimental difficulties
of the linearized theory for weak sources and excitations persist in the full theory. Finally, we
discuss theories relating the meson to gravitation, arguing that the same difficulties are likely
to appear there.
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THE LINEAR THEORY

In this section, we analyze the dynamics of a
linear massive spin-two system coupled to a conserved, prescribed tensor source T~'. There are
two approaches to the problem; we shall use both.
First, we discuss the effects of the virtual exchange of spin-two quanta both of zero mass and
of very small mass; and, secondly, we discuss
the wave equation and Hamiltonian for tensor
fields. The results are the same in the two anal-

yses.
The amplitude for the emission of no gravitons
by an external source T~' is

'

)Tt (d—))',

d
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where K is the coupling constant which we determine below and D„, ~, is the graviton propagator whose
properties we must now discuss.
It is most convenient to treat the propagator in momentum space; there, it has a pole at' p' = -m' and
the residue of the pole must yield an appropriate spin projection operator. Thus,

For yure spin-two exchange, the residue at the pole must be the projection operator for spin two; p~ is
a timelike vector, hence a frame in which p~=6~0rn may be chosen. In that frame d„, ~, can only have space
components and the spin-two projection operator is

which becomes

(f'„'), (P)= (8 q8, +8„8„q —u8„, 8q

),

=
where 8„„—
q„, + (p„p, /m'), upon transforming to an arbitrary frame.
The spin-one exchange involves the spin-one projection operator,
(c)
dye, xa

pA goya+ pp

pp pk. ouo+

po~vp, + pvpa~px '

The factors of p ensure that only B,T)" contributes to the spin-one exchange (that is the only vector available). In the limit as m -0, the stress tensor must be conserved"; if it is taken to be conserved before

"

the limit, spin-one exchange cannot contribute.
Similarly, there can be no coupling through ~„~,T~'; the only scalar exchange is through T„". Thus, the
most general form for d„, ~, is, dropping all p's since the stres tensor is conserved,
d)(u ga = d)(v )ta + IP

I

8(&x

tu&(

al)'t),

lua + 8)(a 1ux

u

l)tv

/)ta) + IPI

p'+ m'-i~,

was chosen so that only positive-energy gravitons are emitted; then, the
jP ~' are dictated by the requirement that the imaginary part of D
be positive, i.e., that gravitons be emitted with positive probability and that the probability of no emission
be less than one, not greater. Note that the coefficient of g„,qz, is greater than or equal to ——, no nonThe properties of ghost admixtures are outghost scalar admixture can bring the coefficient below --,
lined in Appendix C.
So far we have based our considerations upon the real graviton emission; we now consider the effect on
the amplitude for static T~'. In this case, rather than having p'=-nz', we have p'=0; and performing the
p integrals, we obtain

The denominator,

over-all sign of (f and the appearance of

'."

';
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d4xd'x'r~'x
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d rd3r'Tt""

dt

=2K

r

g~g„- 'q„, g~

e -m lr-r'I

g„,q~ T~

+ p

—,

rt

dt V.
Upon comparison with Eq. (1) we see that V may
be identified as the potential energy. The energy
of interaction between two well localized masses
M, and M, separated by a distance r is then

K2MM
m
1 2s-

and in order for it to yield the

correct

Newtonian

force,

'If we now

consider the interaction of a mass with

a light beam, for
K

which

M(E/c2)

r

4~

Tt'„=0,

we obtain

„GM
'+~p~'

(E/c

-,

r

)

(8)

E is the energy carried by the light.
We now turn to the zero-mass exchange; the
stress tensor now must be conserved, hence only
the forms g„~q„, and q„„g~, need be considered.
where

"

The most general form for d'„, ~, is then
ao

dpv, ka

&

(lpx qua+ lpaivk+s

V=

Ko M (E/c2)

4

Thus, the finite-mass graviton exchange will,
produce a bending of light which is, for P=0, as
was first pointed out by Van Dam and Veltman,
'
—, that of the pure helicity-two
zero-mass theory.
'(1+ —,'~ p ~') ' we see
From the general expression —,
that scalar exchange (P x0) only increases the discrepancy. Experiment yields a value within 10%
of that predicted by the pure helicity ~2, zeromass potential, Eq. (11), ruling out any finitemass, nonghost linearized theory. Also, the
time delay, "fourth test" predictions will be affected by the same factor, although the red shift
as measured by a massive clock will be unaffected,
since it depends only on the Newtonian potential.
We now analyze the problem from the point of
view of a classical field equation; in order for the
system to be pure spin two, it is esseritial to use

"

( +~p~ )

4n.

mass and light is

lpv i%a)~

and we must impose the condition of pure helicity
+2 exchange. Note that here we impose helicity
two rather than spin-two exchange. This is possible since the graviton has zero mass and it corresponds to the linearization of the Einstein theory. At the poleP'=0,
T(p~)=T'~(p) [if we take p~
= p(5,"+ 6~)] and only T", T", and T" =T" can
contribute; the helicjty a2 parts are T' —T ' and
T", the helicity-zero part is proportional to
(5', 5;+5', 5;). Then, the helicity-zero part of T
will not contribute only if d'„, ~, is traceless in the
two-dimensional subspace orthogonal to 5~ and
53]', i.e., if a =
Then,

'

a particular,

Othermass term.
wise, there will be admixtures of lower spin, in
general with negative-energy" (ghost) properties.
The usual second-order form of the action governing the symmetric tensor field is

I ==~

d x h

&0
dpv, xa

2

(lpx lva+ ipa~vx

The energy of interaction between well localized

Z, ' 1M,M,
2

MiMi

~

+

7J

'

h»

-h

c(~p

—2h
cx, ~

p

m'[h„, h~"-

(h

hs 8 ~

~)'] -2g k„,T~"}

(12)
and the field equations

-a'h~"+e~h'~

+e h»

are
-q~ h~. ,

o

X.

-(»s'- q~'s')h"„+ m'[h~'-

q~"h".] =K T&'.

ipv lpga)

masses is then
4m

h~"'

+2h~' h

'

-1.

"

Pauli-Fierz,

(10)

hence K,' = 2(4vG), and the interaction between a

')

—,
We could have chosen any h„„=h„„+aq„, h~„(a p —
as the basic variable, which would yield a different form but identical results. This choice cor-

responds to a linearization of the Einstein field
about the Minkowski metric g„„ in terms of h„„
—
=
g„„-g„„,rather than, say, v'-gg~"-gi"'.
Using the divergences and trace of the field
equations leads to the five constraints
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h"",=»h,

h

„= (1/3m')T

B„A"=0
(as against the single source-independent
constraint in the vector case). Despite their appearance, these constraints do not correspond to
gauge conditions in the limiting theory. This is
particularly clear here, since (14) implies that
the linear curvature scalar R~ vanishes:
Rx

2s P (h)'v

s)'h

fl

CX

(15)

)

whereas in the massless theory, the trace of (13)
states that R~ = T
But R~ is invariant under the
gauge group 5h„„=$„,+ $„„and so cannot be made
to vanish by a gauge choice. Nor can (a fortiori)
the combination (h)", —»h „) be set to zero in
any gauge, unless R~ vanishes, since the gauge
functions would have to satisfy

„.

.

0

=huv

—yah

(h)"

-0

write"

—
( a2+ m2)h)))1 h

(T)(P

Lg)))'T()( + ~ m"2SI) 8)) T((
)

(16)
This in turn yields the effective one-graviton-exchange interaction

(( )=la Jd'*4'x

T'"

Completely analogous arguments

)Tx~

) (x

(x') .

-

lead to the well-

(x)t) (x

x',

0)-

x[T„,(x') --,'q„, T (x')]
d~xd x'Tu" X Do

g=aY

and

as before

p=0,

h« = 2GMY(r)

(2o)

(21)

h« = 0,

(2MG/r),
m~O

—
h]~ GM6;~ Y- GMm

V]V~ Y

(GM/r)6„GMm

. (e
2V,.V—

,

"/-r)-

(22)

This is to be compared to the linearized Einstein
metric. The latter may be written in arbitrary
static spherically symmetric gauge t'„= ($„V,$)
starting from its isotropic form, as
ho)

——

V~

$o,

h, , = (2GM/r)6;, —V;V, )

.

(23)

(The usual Schwarzschild coordinates are reached
by $, =0, $ =2GMr )Comparing . (22) with (23), we
see that with the Newtonian limits normalized
(equal h«), the "massive" spatial metric has a
singular O(m 2) gauge part and a remainder which
is —,' the Einstein value. Since photons feel equal

from h«and h;, , this is the source
factor in bending. Note that the trace of
the gauge part is finite, so that h, , (m)- 2GM/r
=h«', as required, while the h" =0 condition only
holds in Schwarzschild coordinates for the massless metric. The latter cannot simultaneously
satisfy the five gauge conditions h~', =0 =h"
Therefore, any motion to which h, , contributes

of the

with, of
consequences.
of a body in a
the linear approxi-

=0, and V'p =0.

= (e "/r) Normali. zing n to its Newtowhere Y—
nian value 2GM the field has the form

contributions

X

(18)
We have found the same forms
course, the same experimental
Strictly speaking, the motion
gravitational field goes beyond

k

hoo = (2GM/r)&

known form

I(m =0) =-,'K, ' d'xd'x'T~"

V, V, )-f(r.)+ 6„k(r) .

The field equations then yield

m~0

(*)a(*—x', m'')S„„'(x')

d4xd4x'T)'"(x)D„,

'

h„= q(r), h„= V, p (r),

3k+2V'f=q,

with the 1/m' behavior of the constrained variables,
wi11. not be an obvious
imply that the limit m
one.
The effective matter -matter interaction implied
by Eq. (13) is easily obtained by using Eq. (14) to

= gK

T"

The conditions h, , = h„and h, , ~ =0 =h«, imply

„-

2

,

h„. = (6,V2

)+ (s')1"'- »a')$„

are consistent only if the "current"
a)"h „) is conserved
The. se facts, along

= —K

mation (in which T"' „=0) since the geodesic equation is really a consequence of covariant conservation T"". =0 in an external metric. However,
the effective matter-matter interaction is equivalent to the geodesic equation (to first order in
the field) if we add it (somewhat inconsistently)
to the free action of a particle and consider T„,
to be the sum of a part referring to a fixed source
of h„„and the free t„„ofthe particle. In this
framework, the particle 's motion will be governed
by the "Schwarzschild metric" of the source. We
can compute the latter in the usual way as the exterior time-independent spherically symmetric
solution of (13) [or, equivalently,
by setting
= M6("(r)T" = 0 = T'~ there]. Spherical symmetry
implies that

and

= (h"', —s('h"

which
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(v'/c' corrections) will be different here. One
could also discuss perihelion precession and obtain a radical deviation from the usual value, but
such a calculation ceases to be meaningful in the
linearized approximation, depending too strongly
on further detailed assumptions.
%e now turn to the analysis of the action rather,
than the field equations. This will exhibit the detailed behavior of the degrees of freedom of the
field in the limit and serves as a preface to the
formally analogous full Einstein theory.
The action of the flf/ Einstein theory may be

where N =(-goo) I~', N, =- g«, and the R" are functlolls Of the gII Rnd tlleil' Colljllgate lllonlellta 71',
but not of the (X, N;) S.pecifically,

whel'8

yut in the canonical

6t,

are all

with

I~(m-0)-J

d

(26)

form"

where the coupling &k„,Tj'" has been included and
quadratic order in h, , :

h.

Rnd the

covarlant (stl'oke) del'IVRtlve

respect to the spatial metric g, &. %e
may linearize about the MinkowsID metric by expanding to quadratic order ln k~„= g~p -'g~p' in
pRI'tlclllR1', N 1 —gh»+O(h ). We obtRill fol' tile
hnearized theory's action,

x[II'g;, —(II II„:—,11 )+2KpI, +, h»(V

d'~'Q~ = --,' d'y

ling

% is

h„-h„„)+8,0+, h, ,T'+N, T +,h„T ],
the three-dimensional

scalar curvature density to

..' -2, '+2k,.k,

with the abbreviations h, =-h, , I, h =-h« for the spatial components.
The action (26) is of
Rs (12) fol' m ~ 0, hilt ill first-order fol'In. The Illass tel'In, 111 tile sRB18 110'tRtioll, ls

I

=-m2~

d x

= -~ m

d

(26)

k„,kt"'-

course the same

k

x k;.2 —k2+ 2k k~ —2N,-2

(28)

%'e see immediately,
in both the massless theory and the massive theory,
whose variation yields one constraint,

that h« is a Lagrange multiplier

thereby eliminating one of the six 0 pnori degrees of freedom (as well as h» itself) just as the form
E- p) eliminates the longitudinal photons in electrodynamics upon varying A, . The N, were also
I.agrange multipliers in the massless theory eliminating three further degrees of freedom and leaving the
two helicity +2 modes as the dynamical variables. However, because the mass term is quadratic in N, ,
the constraint now determines N, itself,

A, (V

~

N, = m '(2II",, +To')

I.

rather than eliminating other variables. This leaves the five degrees of freedom of the massive theory
just as the condition A' = m '(j' -v E) in massive electrodynamics replaces the Gauss equation, perIlllttlllg excltR'tioll of longibldlllRl pllotolls. No'te Rlso ClRt Rlly other Illass 'tel'Ill
[hp„—s(h ~) ] (6 4 l)
would necessarily be quadratic in h„also and so correspond to six degrees of freedom. (lt corresponds
to a general tensor-scalar mixture at finite m. )
To disentangle tl1e contributions of the various hellclty components, %'e perform a decomposition of the
variables k, and m" into orthogonal components according to
&

h;, =h~, ~+hr, +hIX;+ —,'(6;,. -V;V~V ')hr+2h~,
with the trace and divergence properties
—
h~~,. =0 =-h ~.~, h~,. =
0, h,- =h~+2V~h~

(30a

(30b)
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the orthogonality

tensors and transverse vectors repof (30a). The transverse-traceless
resent helicity 2 and 1, respectively, while (hr, h~) are mixtures of zero-helicity and zero-trace (scalar)
pieces. We may now eliminate the constraints in terms of the appropriate orthogonal components. En addition to eliminating N, by (2. 9b) and h by (29a), written as
holds among different components

V'h, = (2m')-'[-(-V'+ m')h'+
we use the relation implicit in

I that

(31)

, =II, , (corresponding

1/,

to

h21

1

—h„",= 0), to eliminate

w

r,

-2m', +N, ,

T
n =

'

T"],

Inserting the orthogonal decompositions (30a), and the relations (29b, 31, 32) into the total action, we
the following form for I/, (m):
have, after straightforward manipulations,

I/ (m)

Irr + I1 + I@7

I

d4& +TTh

+TT

j gh, TT

2

2 ~iT

2q2~T+To hT

d4~

—3I~ = d x yhT+2y2+

8

2

&

m2

TT 2+&h

TTT

2m2 -1 2g2~T+Toi

2

vhT 2+ —,m2 hT

2

—4hTTT+

(35b)
j m2

2

T

2

(33c)
(33d)

~6hTT

I»,

where y =- 1/, The helicity-two part,
is (except for some instantaneous Newtonian interaction terms
to be recovered below) identical in form to the linearized Einstein action (m -=0) plus a mass term and approaches it smoothly in the limit as m 0, since there are no further constraints on the variables. Note
that it is in gauge-independent
form; we could adjoin a new set of variables "h, „", etc., (not to be confused with the original ones) to put it into the covariant form (12) with m =0, or the form (26). Incidentally, it is easy to see that if m=0, the remaining parts [(33c) and (33d)] just yield the necessary instantaneous terms and nothing else: For then 2V2v1r+ T"r = 0 and (33c) reduces to (v1r,. )2 which is now an instantaneous —, T" rV 'T" r term, while (33d) reduces to

-

g -2Toi T +s3TOiLg -2TOiI 8&TOOg-2TOO j. T00 p -2T ii
using 4V2y+T"; =0 and V2hT+Too =0. These are just the right instantaneous
1 TOi T

2

they combine with the effective

-'[T""(-s ')T

'T"(

=Trr

&

interactions. For example,
2Trr from helicity-two exchange in (33b) to yield the Einstein form

s ')T-'-]

(35)

' dependence

Returning to the m x 0 theory, the helicity-one part (33c) has explicit m
on the one hand,
and is not in canonical, "p -H, form on the other. We vrill clearly need both a translation of the m T
variable and a canonical transformation on (v1r, h1r) to put the Hamiltonian in yroyer form. These operations will automaticaQy eliminate the m as weB. Define the new variables

"

j

'

gr —

~r
where

I

2(

V2//m 2)-1/270-1/2

—m2(

-V'
=

2V/7m)21

and

/21702

r

(36a)

/hr

(36b)
Then I~ becomes

'8 '- —' vxA

'-A -T

—Is) + Io.)
C

m-17nl/2T07

=(m' —V') ' are positive.
K) -

d x -gTA. ——
V

1'

'm A
——

m'

'

2Q'

'T' . =' d xT . QT .
(37)

The free part is precisely in gauge-invariant Maxwell form, as m -0, and the coupling to the transverse
current (T'/, .) r vanishes as O(m), so that the helicity-one part becomes a free MazweH field in the limit.
The instantaneous term is the only matter-matter contribution from helicity-one exchange; its limit is
2T„( V')T„, the -usual repulsive vector coupling.
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The final part,
trivial rescaling:
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already has the form of a normal scalar field, in first-order language,
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to within the
(38a)

which gives

d'x Xh--,'X'- —,' VS

Is=

'-2m'h'

+2 3

d'xh T --', T

(38b)

This represents a (nonghost) scalar field with coupling to T„„both through the spatial component T and
the four-scalar T" . We can translate away the former to leave a Lorentz-scalar expression plus instantaneous terms. This is easily done in second-order formalism, using the equality

~ Tfj

Tii

=T

$j

-V

+To

To
~

00

g -2g2TOO
so that

Io= —,' d4x[-(s„k)'- mI])+())3/6) d xh(T „+SV
Now

translate:

Iq

~

m~o

o J

(t) -=)))

+ (vS /2)V

'T" to

d'x[-(s„(t))'k(1/&3)pT

obtain,

J+ oJ

'8'T").

in the m

- 0 limit

d4x Too(V oT

—STr)

—y(0) + g(0)
C
S

(39)

This is the action of a scalar field (t) coupled to
the Lorentz scalar
together with two instantaneous "Coulomb" terms.
At this point, then, our total action has the limiting form

T,

I(o) I(o) I(o)]
I [ITT + I(1)
C + C + V + S

(40)

where lc('+ Ic(o) are the instantaneous terms in (37)
and (39). The bracket is precisely the action of
the m =0 system coupled to the conserved T„„, entirely equivalent to the conventional covariant form
(12) or (26). It would yield (as can also be checked
directly from the present form) the retarded helicity-two interaction (35). The helicity-one part I» '
is a free Maxwell field, while Is ' represents a

scalar system coupled to
One-scab, r exchange then contributes the
usual attractive form
new Lorentz-invariant

T

.

+~

~

d4xT"„(-8 ')T'

(41)

which combines with (35) to replace the Einstein
' by —,' in the trace-trace part. Because the helicity-zero part did not decouple from the source,
we have a tensor-scalar theory in the limit, rather than a pure tensor. It may be compared with
the linearization of the Brans-Dicks" model,
which conveniently parametrizes arbitrary tensorscalar mixtures by a coupling constant +. The

—,

present case corresponds to & =0, v = being the
pure tensor limit. There is no corresponding connection though between the nonlinear massive and
Brans-Dicke theories.
We have seen in this section that the limit as
m
exists, for a conserved source. It is a tensor-scalar mixture, together with a free Maxwell
field. The limit is smooth [although some local
quantities, like the stress tensor of the massive
field itself do have (m ') terms']. Any further
scalar admixture wiQ yield still larger deviations
from the Einstein form [more attractive (T"„)'
coupling], unless the scalar field has negative energy. In that case, all states would be unstable
against radiation of negative scalar quanta. Although it is clear from the above that no acceptable
(nonghost) admixture helps, one may also examine
all possible mass terms" by the same methods.
One finds directly that either they lead to still
worse discreparicies or contain ghosts. Finally,
modification of the source cannot help either: For
prescribed functions. To"(x), one can, at the costs
outlined in footnote 11, always arrange that T~',
and T')' „,be of O(m') and compensate the scalar
contribution. However, even this is not possible
for a dynamical T~". %'e merely cite the simplest example here, a massive scalar field for
which T" =-(Q „)'+2M'Q'. No local addition of
O(m') to To' will provide the desired interaction,
as can easily be checked from the generalization
of (11) for nonconserved T)'" (Ref. 8):

-0
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I,ff -

'T ~~T~B+2m 2t
d4x TI""AT„,——,

'T"
+ 'm
, —

t" T&',

t =—t~

=—

„,

see this, let us expand v-g in terms of Jz„, =-g„,

gt~

Oppt

'm tht),
—
= (—82+ m2)

n, t+

A

(42)

is an unavoidand

FINITE - MASS EINSTEIN THEORY

The addition of a mass to the Einstein theory is
much more complicated than in the linearized theory. There, there is a unique choice of linear
mass term which describes only a spin-two field.
The full theory with zero mass being nonlinear,
there is no reason to require the mass term to be
linear. The meaning of a range or mass is defined in terms of an asymptotic falloff of forces or
the propagation of weak excitations relative to a
(minimum energy) background.
Thus we think of
it in terms of a Lorentz-invariant field theory,
to be added to G~' in the
that is, as a term m'
Einstein equation. It is to be free of derivatives,
and will of course break the gauge group (general
coordinate invariance) of the massless theory.
We also leave the coupling of matter (P) to gravitation unchanged, so as to respect the observed
equivalence principle. Then matter will respond
to a given g„, as in the Einstein theory; it will
move in an effective metric space, even though
the dynamic g„, is no longer interpretable as a
Riemannian metric because the gauge is broken.
We then write the total action as

f"'

f

g

+Z, g -4~'

f

g

~' =-bf/bg„) to be determined further.
with
(and
At m =-0, this is Einstein theory (which does not
imply a smooth transition of the solution as m -0).
A final general criterion is that since space-time
is (experimentally) nearly Minkowskian it should
still be possible to transform so that g„„-g„„and
to retain Lorentz invariance relative to n
cannot be a function of g„„
We first show that
alone, but must involve a background metric as an
absolute object; the latter will have to be Lorentzinvariant. Let us dispose, as an example, of the
cosmological term, A, v-g, as a mass term. It
violates all our criteria: (1) it does not break
gauge invariance, and hence does not increase the
number of degrees of freedom of the gravitational
field; (2) it forbids the existence of a stable matterfgee Minkowski metric solution to the field equations (flat space as vacuum state); (3) it leads to
the wrong mass term for small excitations. To

f

—,

—,

~

able consequence" of Lorentz-invariance
positive-energy requirements.

d4x (R

„-'(k„,h"'--,'k„')+

~g =1+ 'k

—,

We conclude that the discontinuity

I=
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The linear term leads to a constant source in the
Einstein equation (forbidding the g =q solution),
while the term is not of Pauli-Fierz form, but
rather has a scalar-ghost contribution. The only
other possible function of -the metric alone is
f(-g), which has the form, near q„„

f (-g) = f (1) + [k"„--,'k„,k""]f'(1)
+-'(k".)'[f'(1)+ f" (1)].

(44)

The linear term vanishes only if f'(1) =0, but then
so does the k „k"' term, and the (k" )' can at most
provide a mass for a scalar (but not the tensor)
degree of freedom. Since g„,g~'=1, the determinant is the only possible function of g alone,
and we must now have
(g, g"') where g'0' is a
background metric. The most natural choice of
background metric is g'„", = g„„ the Minkowski
metric of flat space since, locally, space is nearly
flat. [More generally, g"' should be a stable
(minimum energy) solution of the source-free

f

equations,

G(g')+ m'

5

(g', g') =0

-

in order that the excitations k„, =g„, -g„",' of the
theory have the solution h„, =0. This is the case
if G(g') =0, with bf/bg
power series in k„„
with no constant term. ] With the choice q„„,
must be such that flat space is a stable solution.
This means that in the expansion of (q+k, 7i),
there is no linear term in k (or else g =7i is not a
solution at all) and the quadratic term must have

„a

f

f

the Pauli-Fierz form,

f (q+k, q) = f (q)+k"'k „-(k" )'+O(k').
Conversely, if f is exactly in Pauli-Fierz

(45)

form,
equations for
This provides
which
(g) =0 is the vacuum g
an amusing Machian implication of the massive
theory. While k„,=0 is a solution, k„„=const
g'„", is not, for G„,(g) still vanishes; so must the
mass term and this implies that the constant vanishes. Thus, vacuum g = g' ' is an isolated point.
This is analogous to the property of massive electrodynamics that d, ~"=0-A~ =0; constant potentials are forbidden in the absence of charges.
To summarize, then, we take
in what follows
to be (g, q) such that —f(q)+k„„' —(k" )'+O(k').
(Appendix 8 deals with a model violating this requirement. ) We shall first use the Pauli-Fierz
term itself, then consider an arbitrary function of
the Pauli-Fierz term, f(k„,k"'- (h )'); in both
the only solution

f„,

g„, of the massive

"'.

&&

I

f

f

f
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cases the m 0 limit is unacceptable. We have
not been able to solve the constraints for more
general quadratically correct mass terms; hence
we have not been able to prove that there is no
mass term for which the m 0 limit exists. On
the other hand, the requirement that the vacuum
be a stable equilibrium already assures us that
the experimental difficulties of the linearized theory will persist in the full theory, even if some
mass term can be found for which the m
limit

in the action

'
H = —,

d'r

-

-0

"

exists.
For simplicity,

we omit the coupling to matter
in this part of our discussion. The modifications
are very simple, since the usual dynamical matter
systems may be put in the form

I

=

d~x

pj'-NO -Ã;0

(46)

where the 0~ depend on the dynamical variables
(p, q) and g, , This means that the 6" are just to
be added to the gravitational R" in in what follows.
But this has unpleasant consequences also for the
matter field equations since the Hamiltonian of
Eq. (49) below is now that of gravitation plus matter, both of which will be shown to diverge as
1/m' in the limit. These difficulties for matter
arise only when the dynamics of the g„, are taken
into account; for a given external g„„matter
still obeys the equivalence principle since it is
coupled to g„„according to the usual covariant

prescription.
Expressed in terms of the (g, ~, N, N, ) notation,
the Pauli-Fierz mass term has the form

h„. h'~ —(h;, )'+2k, ,boo —2 (h„)'
= (h;~) —IP —2N; +2k(1 -N
N;g"N~),
=

(47)

In contrast to the linear case, it is now quadratic
are Lagrange mulin N, so that neither N
tipliers, but are determined by the constraint
equations their variations imply. This conclusion,
that there are now six rather than five degrees of
freedom, is totally independent of the particular
mass term -ghost or not. It is a consequence of
Lorentz invariance alone, which excludes linearity
in N or N, (the only exception is the irrelevant
= N&g). The constraint
cosmological term 4- 'g —
equations obtained by varying the N's are:

nor¹

=m hN,
m

—R' .
(q" hg")N~ —

-

(48)
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is then

R''h '+R' g'~-hg"
'

+ —, m'[h„. '-h'+2k]]

obtained by. eliminating

the N's

.

'
(49)

Aside from the mass term, it is entirely of O(m-').
There are no further constraints among the six
pairs (w'~, g;, ) of conjugate variables, except for
nonsingularity requirements on existence of the
inversesg'~, g", etc. In particular, 0& (m'h) 'R'
and, for localized sources and excitations, the
boundary conditions R'-m'h-0, m'~ &-0 hold at
spatial infinity where all amplitudes tend to zero.
The first condition is a relic of the linearized theory, where it holds everywhere, eliminating the
sixth degree of freedom.
Another rather general conclusion bears on the
nonexistence of the m
limit. The over-all explicit m ' dependence of the unconstrained Hamiltonian (49) is essentially independent of details of
the mass term, being traceable to the NR form of
the massless action. This original "vanishing
Hamiltonian" term is associated with general coordinate invariance and is peculiar to this particular gauge theory. The limit will only exist, therefore, if m ' can be scaled away, but the scaling
must respect the w'~g„. term (be a canonical transformation). The specific dependence of R' and R'
on w" and g, ~, as given in (25) makes it unlikely
that a suitable rescaling of either term exists,
although we have no formal proof to this effect.
Perhaps still more unpleasant is the fact that
the energy (49) has no lower bound, so that the
system is unstable and the sixth degree of freedom
leads to ghost properties for any m. Consider, for
simplicity, a state which is characterized at a
given instant by R' =0, and excitations with small
negative h. The mass term can be made negligible, while the energy

"

-0

"

H--m ' d'x

'h

(50)

can be made arbitrarily large and negative for
fixed m, compatible with the boundary conditions.
It might be thought that this is due to the fact
that the Pauli-Fierz mass term is not positive
definite in its original form; it is possible to analyze the general class of mass terms
(y),
—
(h" )' subject only to the restriction
X = h"'h
f'(0) =1 so that the quadratic terms are correct.
Then, we find that either the same instability persists or that no solutions exist as m'-0, i.e., the
metric becomes complex. To see this, we observe
that the equations for N and
become, with the
new mass term

f

„-

¹

The Hamiltonian

'R~ m
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'(y), R' = (ti'' - hg")N, m' f '(y),
= ht~h, -h'+2h —2(R')'m ~h '[f'(y)]
2R {(tj'~-hg") 'R'm
,

R'=
y

AND

m'hNf

'-

'

(48')

becomes

and the Hamiltonian

d3~

[f'(y)]

~2

~ + RO

2~-2g-1

&

X

-I +Rt

qt$

f

I gled -lR j~-2

I

~

-I

(49t )

The mass term
(y) must be bounded from below; otherwise, by taking R'=0 =R', the Hamiltonian density may be taken to -~. Thus, y f'(y) ~ 0 as ~y ~. Now, let h become small and negative with R' = 0
and fixed R' and assume
(y)) -1 ~y~", n &-, then
(

~h~

'"'

',

f

"[2(R')'/Q'm

~

-

E']

density is

and the Hamiltonian

&[(R ) /m

F ]((2 {t{)

[2(R )'/m4nt2F2]

ot-1

For 1& n & —,' and R' sufficiently large compared to
n'm'E', for ~ & 1 and R' sufficiently small, or
for a=I and any R', the energy density goes to
case where e& —,', there is no solution to
(48')
as h becomes small; if we assume y-~,
Eqs.
we obtain the contradiction y —~h( "{'"
), but if
we assume y finite in f'(y), we obtain y-1/)h(.
Hence no asymptotic behavior of produces an
acceptable theory; either, (a) the energy density
is not bounded from below or (b) the equations do
not have a solution for h-0-.
A proof for arbitrary mass terms appears to be
rather difficult because we cannot solve the constraints when arbitrary powers of N and N; are
present. It should be emphasized that there is
nothing pathological about the excitations needed
to obtain a negative energy; for example, helicitytwo amplitudes will accomplish this when modulated by small negative excitations of the trace h.
We have not yet discussed the massive theory in
terms of the Lorentz covariant form of the field
equations,
In the

"(

f

&

"'(g) +-'m'f "(g, tj) = f'""( g, g),

(51)

f"' is the derivative of the mass term with
respect to g„„. For any dynamical source, Ct'"({j{)
is automatically covariantly conserved by virtue
Likewise 9"' is
of the {j{ field equations alone.
where

"

= 0. This means that
identically conserved: 9~'. „—
the covariant divergence of f"' considered as a
formal contravariant tensor density must vanish,
and therefore also that s„(f"'. ) =0. The vanishing
of the divergence provides, as in linearized theory, the four conditions to remove the vector and
one of the scalar fields present in an arbitrary 10component h„„. The trace of (51) implied that

,

ft'" = "„.

-{it + —,' m g„„

(52)

N

f

".„, is not
Unlike the linear situation, however,
the same as R, being a noninvariant quantity. The

[2(RO)2/m 2{L2+2]-{ot+1))
I

two differ by nonlinear terms, which cannot be
transformed away at a point because coordinate
invariance is not available. More important, this
difference involves second derivative terms so
that the trace condition (52) is no longer a constraint as it was in the linear case: This is where
the sixth degree of freedom arises from this point
of view, since only the four divergence conditions
are still constraints.
It is not possible to find a propagator form for
the equation (50) with or without mass P However,
we can find an expression for effective interactions due to one-graviton exchange as follows:
We write the Einstein equations (in units K =1) as

(52)

where G~ and GN" are the parts of 9 and which are
respectively linear and nonlinear in h, and 9 "'({j{,g)
is the matter stress tensor. We take a linear
mass term fL (for simplicity). In the absence of
mass -GNL is in fact the symmetric stress tensor
of the Einstein field, treated as a Lorentz-covariant system. ' In particular, the total stress
tensor of the system, -G~L+ f'„„ is (ordinarily)
conserved by virtue of the field equation and the
eovariant conservations of 9„, and E „({Ct,g).
— the Einstein equations read
Thus for m =
0,

gL

[g

(y

g)

GNL]

f tot

(54)

For

the massive case, the coupled system is still
conservative, but the conserved total stress tensor must now include the contribution T„, from
the mass part of the action (the theory of Freund
et al. '4 has the property that the mass term m ' f""
is just T„„ it is discussed in detail in Appendix 8);
—0 part.
-G~~ is still the contribution from the m =

That is,
GL + & m2fL
|1v
pv

f'tot
pv

T pv

Tm

Vv

(55a)
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tot

action"

0

Pl'

These are the linear massive equations with a
nonconserved source. The nonconserved part is
formally proportional to
since &" 1I m hh.
The effective source-source interaction linear in
G is given by (42), which is valid for any nonconserved V'~'. In our case Tt"'„ = -&~" „, so the m
factors cancel in (42). One could also iterate in
h, but this would give higher powers of G. We
can therefore conclude that the one-graviton exchange interaction for weak excitations and matter
sources &2"(g) agrees with that of the massive
linearized theory and so disagrees, for smaQ m,
with the linearized Einstein prediction. This does
not mean that the ful/ theory has a m
limit, of
course, since already at the first iteration quantities such as h„-m 2~ enter. Conceivably, aQ
inverse powers of m collect into "gauge" quantities
and it might then happen further that the interaction remaining coincides with the Einstein result
in the limit. No sign of such an occurrence is
found in next order (in G) calculations.
A final remark concerns the replacement of the
absolute element 21„„by a dynamical field
The
resulting theory has quite different motivation
and scope fro'm the single massive field under investigation here. The two-tensor model has the

-

~,

'

-0

f „.

"

I= d'x@ g

'm2, g

+-,

+(R

= 0, we have two decoupled Einstein theories
For m —
each with 2 degrees of freedom. In linear approximation, one finds a sum of massive plus massless
spin-two fields upon diagonalizing.
In the full
case, there is a general coordinate invariance
under simultaneous tensor transformation of g„„
and f„„, which shouM reduce the a priori 12 degrees of freedom to 8. To the extent that a diagonalization is possible here, this would indicate
that the massive system still has 6 (rather than
5), and "diagonalized gravitation, " 2 degrees of
freedom.
CONCLUSION

Experimental evidence for a cutoff of gravitational forces would present a major theoretical
problem if our contention that general relativity
has no acceptable neighbors is correct. In any
case, we must conclude that the requirement of
continuity in theoretical models and fundamental
invariance principles cannot always be upheld
simultaneously.

APPENDIX A

In dealing with the linear theory, we have used the constraint equations to eliminate the "natural" redundant variables N, and the gauge part h~ of the metric, in terms of m' and h. T. This choice of variables, which gave rise to the m factors in the reduced action is, of course, not unique. We illustrate
here how the results are unchanged by the "opposite" choice of constraint variables, in which we solve

Eqs. (29) as follows:

in contrast to (31) and (32). The tensor

(I») part

of the action is unchanged,

of course. The vector part

becomes
2

~TI T+ ~T~2g-2~T+
&

j.gTg2hT

which requires the rescaling

g r —2/2( g2 ~)

1

~T/2g

T

2/2(

to bring it to the canonical form

g2 g))X/2

@T

1

T

2+ ~Tg-2/EOt

+

&

y0!Tg-2/I'Oi T
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(Note that in this choice, the problem is one of
rather than m ) The scalar part is rather
complicated, but reduces to the following form in

'.

m"

terms of
P —m2~3

~ —L m2~3NL

v2g)hL

S. DESER
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This term has a constant equilibrium solution (in
the absence of gravitation) Q' = Qo' = p. '/X' which,
imparts a mass to
by the "Higgs" phenomenon,
long-range fields (e.g. , electromagnetic) to which
it couples. In the same way, this state yields a
'(p4/a')v-g
cosmological (rather than mass) term —,
for gravitation. However, if we generalize this
idea to vacuum solutions in which simultaneously

"

-

asm-0

and

.

(4, „4,
1

TP~

2

TPP+1 Tg

1+-2Tt

-0

T,

-

(B4)

f (g, n) = &'g[-re„. 'g"' —1]
= N&g(2q, g'~

,

It is of interest, both for its own sake and to illustrate the physical requirements we impose on
finite-range models, to consider one version of a
"ghost" theory in detail. The most appealing model is the one which carries over from general
relativity the property that the source of the linearized field is the full stress tensor of the field
itself. '4 The mass term then takes on the form

1)~i-

(B1)

whose linearized part is

„)']

(B2)

and has a negative-energy massive scalar component.
A different origin may be given for this mass
term as follows. Consider a massless scalar
field

&(4)=='0 0 g""~@+'(u'4'--'~'0')~-z

—1) —,'N '~g

(V—'q,~N~

-1).

The action then has the form
d4x m~'g;&

-NaP -N&Z'

'(V'q, , N' —1)],
'
R'= R'+ m'vg-(, g"q, , -1-).
+m'vg N

The resulting constraints
No=mug(2m

Wg

(B6)

may be solved to yield

R +R'q, ,R')

',

N' =R;[2m vg R +R'q;;R" ]

APPENDIX B

—,

~' 'n„.-&4'&,

(B1), i.e., a real mass contribution also to gravitation.
Let us now write the total action in the N, N,
form, using the fact that (g'~ and vg now refer to
the three-dimensional
metric)

'

f —=,'m'[h„, h„, —'(h

=

we obtain precisely

is identical to that in the
The resulting limit rn
text, namely the vector part decouples according
to (A3), the scalar field maintains the same couand a set of instantaneous direct
pling to
T~" —T~' couplings which together yield the effective interaction (IV).
In this treatment, the m factor in the Hamiltonian does not appear, but the full action, including the pj term, is multiplied by rn'. We require that the theory be expressed in terms of
canonical variables scaled so that the energy (in
the m-0 limit) is finite for finite values of the
variables. This rescaling restores the form of
the effective interaction given in Eq. (1V). In the
nonlinear theory, no such rescaling is possible and
the energy does not remain finite as rn 0 for any
choice of canonical variable.

4f (n g) = (-'n g"'

&

Inserting these into the action yields the Hamiltonian form (in terms of 6 degrees of freedom),

I=

(z

"g,q -H),
(B6)

H

=-(2m'

Ro+R

q&

R

which appears to be positive definite.
addition, the linearized approximation

Since in
here corresponds to a scalar-ghost admixture, and so
gives the linearized Einstein interaction in the
weak-field limit, it would seem that this model
has at least two improvements over that in text:
Its energy is positive and it has correct linearized
behavior. However, it is unacceptable: The vacuum is not a local minimum, but only a saddle
point, as may be seen by considering equilibrium
(static) configurations, or simply expanding H to
quadratic order, where it is found to agree with
the linearized (ghost) version H That for
propriate excitations the quadratic part of II can
be negative may seem irrelevant in view of the

"

ap-.
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apparent positivity of the complete II of Eq. (BS).
the argument of the square root is
Unfortunately,
not intrinsically positive (except for the R P term),
even though its positivity is required for the theory to make sense, i.e., for N' to be positive
(B7) (otherwise, the effective Riemannian metric
"seen" by matter will become pathological).
Therefore one would have to jnzPose that the excitations respect this requirement, i.e., cut off
arbitrarily those modes which take II below its
vanishing vacuum (g= p)) state value. Instability
near vacuum (g= p)) is the reason for rejecting
this and other models whose quadratic mass is
not of Pauli-Fierz form. The variation of h„„
yields only one extremum, h„„=0; thus the system
will not, of itself, find a stable vacuum for any
physical metric.
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The four-vector part of h„„ is a spin-1 plus spin-0
mixture and always yields ghosts (like the scalar
part of A„ in a vector theory). If one removes this
from the start, the most general equation is
like Eq. (13) with an arbitrary coefficient n of
g„„h', in the mass term. Using the divergence
and trace as in text, one obtains (with a conserved
TP" for simplicity),

"

[-(1 —n)SP+ mP(2n

'T',

= =,

--p')]Ip'

must satisfy
e & —,' for causality. Further, unless a=1, h', becomes a
scalar degree of freedom rather than a constraint
variable, and one obtains the solution for h„„as

which means that

1)

e

o-1)/2

p)„„~-pA(mP(4

APPENDIX C

(1 —n))T',

.

The ghost properties of all but the Pauli-Fierz
model are easily evidenced as follows. A general
symmetric tensor h„„.has 10 components corresponding to spin-2, spin-1, and two spin-0 fields.

Thus, for every m c0, there is a scalar ghost.
However, if we take them-0 limit anyway, we
find )p „-D (T„„-'q„„T',), -which agrees with the
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